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Behavioral tactile discrimination thresholds were compared with
functional magnetic resonance imaging measurements of cortical
finger representations within primary somatosensory cortex (S1)
for 10 human subjects to determine whether cortical magnification
in S1 could account for the variation in tactile hyperacuity
thresholds of the fingers. Across 10 subjects, the increase in
tactile thresholds from the index finger to the little finger correlated
with the decrease in cortical representation across fingers in S1.
Additionally, representations of the fingers within S1, in Brodmann
areas 3b and 1, were also correlated with the thresholds. These
results suggest that tactile hyperacuity is largely determined by the
cortical representation of the fingers in S1.
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Neuronal response properties in primary sensory areas may

depend largely upon the density of connections between thal-

amus and cortex. For example, angular resolution in primary

visual cortex is thought to emerge from the sampling density of

cortical neurons representing a particular region of visual space

(Stevens 2001, 2002). This prediction is supported by a previous

study that reported a correlation between visual acuity at

a particular location in visual space and the area within visual

cortex representing that location (Duncan and Boynton 2003).

In that study, visual acuity at any given location in the visual field

was represented by a constant area in the cortex, which implies

that the cortical representation of the minimally resolvable

spatial distance is represented by a fixed number of neurons in

primary visual cortex (V1). Thus, angular resolution may be an

emergent property of the sampling resolution (i.e., density) of

neurons in V1. Similarly, it is possible that angular resolution in

area 2 of human primary somatosensory cortex (S1) may be an

emergent property that depends upon the sampling resolution

of area 3b. In the present study, we sought to determine

whether the relationship between spatial acuity and thalamo-

cortical connectivity generalizes to other sensory modalities by

comparing behavioral measurements of tactile acuity with the

representation of the hand in the human S1.

Understanding the relationship between tactile thresholds

and the cortical representation of the fingers is also important

because S1 is commonly associated with short- and long-term

cortical plasticity. For example, experience and expectations

are known to affect tactile performance (Pantev et al. 2001),

receptive field sizes of S1 neurons (Xerri et al. 1999), and tactile

thresholds (Kennett et al. 2001). Similarly, manipulating atten-

tion, sometimes by using multimodal stimulation, is also known

to affect somatotopic representations in S1 (Johansen-Berg et al.

2000; Braun et al. 2002; Hamalainen et al. 2002; Meador et al.

2002). Somatotopic representations in S1 have also been shown

to be task specific (Braun et al. 2000).

Direct comparisons between behavioral and anatomical data

for multiple fingers have not been conducted in the same hu-

man subjects. Therefore, this study used functional magnetic

resonance imaging (fMRI) to compare the size of individual

subjects’ cortical finger representations with their behavioral

thresholds on a tactile hyperacuity task. Analogous to previous

results for visual cortex, changes in tactile hyperacuity thresh-

olds across fingers could be accounted for by differences in the

size of the cortical representation for those fingers in S1. Fur-

thermore, variations in the size of the finger representation in

Brodmann areas 3b and 1 (within S1) were correlated with

variations in hyperacuity thresholds. These results support

claims that tactile hyperacuity is ultimately limited by the

sampling resolution of S1, particularly Brodmann areas 3b and 1.

Experimental Procedures

Subjects
A total of 10 subjects participated in both the behavioral and fMRI

experiments (5 male and 5 female volunteers between 18 and 36 years

of age). All participants were right-handed with only 1 subject reporting

a childhood history of ambidexterity. One subject was an author (ROD).

All analyses were repeated without the data from this author, and no

changes to the results or conclusions were made unless noted. Informed

consent was obtained in writing, and all studies were conducted with

permission from the Salk Institutional Review Board.

Behavioral Measurements of Tactile Hyperacuity
Hyperacuity thresholds weremeasured for the index finger (D2), middle

finger (D3), ring finger (D4) and little finger (D5) on each hand using

a tactile variation of a visual hyperacuity task devised by Ludvigh (1953)

and further developed by Loomis (1979). This taskwas chosen because it

canbe thought of as a close tactile analogue to theVernier acuity stimulus

used in a previous study of the visual system (Duncan and Boynton 2003)

and is analogous to a visual hyperacuity task, which measures the ability

to perform spatial discriminations finer than what is predicted by

receptor density (Westheimer 1977; Loomis 1979; Wheat et al. 1995).

Subjects were seated comfortably in a quiet room with their eyes

closed. Each subject positioned their arm on a custom-built armrest

with their hands and fingers unrestrained. The armrest also hid the

stimuli from the subject’s view. An Apple G3 PowerBook laptop

computer controlled stimulus presentation and data acquisition

(PowerBook G3 processor, 300 MHz) using MATLAB 5.2 software

with the Psychophysics Toolbox (Brainard 1997; Pelli 1997).

Stimuli consisted of 3 raised bumps that were photoengraved onto

a zinc plate (see Fig. 1). The 3 collinear bumps were aligned with the

long axis of the finger. The middle bump was slightly offset along the

orthogonal axis, and subjects were instructed to report the direction of

this offset as ‘‘left’’ or ‘‘right’’ by pressing the numbers ‘‘1’’ or ‘‘2’’ (with

their untested hand) on a standard 10-key pad connected to the com-

puter. Bumps were separated along the finger axis by 3 mm, and the
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orthogonal offsets ranged from 0.05 to 3.75 mm. Offsets between 0.25

and 3.75 mm changed in step sizes of 0.25 mm, and offsets smaller than

0.25 mm changed in step sizes of 0.05 mm (total set size = 19). The

diameter of the bumps was 0.3 mm at the base and 0.05 mm at the tip.

The height of the bumps was 0.9 mm. The entire stimulus set was en-

graved along several concentric circles on the same plate, and the ex-

perimenter positioned the appropriate stimulus under the finger of the

subject between trials by rotating the plate about its stationary base.

Random movements of the disk were introduced during each trial to

prevent subjects from using auditory or temporal cues to solve the task.

The computer cued the experimenter visually as to which stimulus

should be presented.

Hyperacuity thresholds were defined as the just-noticeable difference

between the middle bump and the surrounding bumps (in millimeters).

Thresholds were obtained twice for each of the 4 fingers on each hand

using a staircase procedure (80 trials per staircase) to estimate the offset

leading to 80% correct performance. The lateral offset of the middle

bump was decreased or increased using a 3-down/1-up procedure

(3 correct responses in a row led to a decrease in the offset on the

next trial and a single incorrect response led to an increase in the offset).

The direction of stimulus offset (left or right) was randomized from trial

to trial, and 1 finger from either hand was pseudorandomly selected on

each session. Subjects were cued to lightly press their fingers down on

the stimulus by a computer-generated tone and were given an unlimited

time to respond. To reach threshold in a shorter number of trials, the

increment by which offsets were adjusted was larger by one order of

magnitude for the first 20 trials. Tactile stimuli were presented to each of

4 fingers and 2 hands randomly, yielding a total of 1280 trials per subject.

For a given session, the data from the staircase were fit with a Weibull

function using a maximum likelihood procedure to compute the thresh-

old (80% correct) for that condition. The 3 sessions that did not yield

acceptable fits were removed from the analysis and repeated. Thresh-

olds were then averaged across repetitions to obtain a mean threshold

for each finger of each subject. Subjects were given a practice session

to minimize any potential effects of perceptual learning. These precau-

tionary measures appear to be adequate as there were no systematic

changes in performance between the first and the second sessions

(analysis of variance [ANOVA], P > 0.10).

Subjects complied with the instructions of the task despite the lack of

mechanical control of the finger. Mechanical control of the finger was

not employed because such devices do not completely prevent

undesired movement. Mechanical restriction of the finger also has the

added disadvantage of touching the skin with surfaces that are irrelevant

to the task. Subjects were instructed not to move their fingers laterally,

and were given one opportunity to place their fingers on the stimulus.

The experimenter positioned the stimulus and visually inspected the

placement of the finger on each trial. On rare occasions when subjects

placed their finger incorrectly on the stimulus or moved his/her finger

in any direction besides directly up or down, the trial was aborted and

the computer randomly chose a new stimulus. Practice sessions were

also implemented to ensure subject compliance. Proof of subject

compliance is evident in the low variability of the data (Fig. 2), which

is consistent with previous studies of tactile spatial resolution (Summers

and Lederman 1990; Sathian and Zangaladze 1996; Vega-Bermudez and

Johnson 2001). Because of the experience gained from the practice

sessions, thresholds are expected to be at a minimum for each observer.

General fMRI Methodology
The cortical area of each finger representation (cortical magnification)

was measured in the same 10 subjects who participated in the psycho-

physical experiments. The fMR images were acquired at the University

of California at San Diego (UCSD).

‘‘Anatomical images’’ were acquired at Thornton Hospital on the

UCSD campus using a 1.5-Tesla Siemens VISION system scanner. These

high-resolution (1 3 1 3 1 mm) reference volumes of the entire brain

were acquired using a T1-weighted magnetization prepared rapid

gradient echo (MPRAGE) pulse sequence. The controlling computer

on the 1.5-Tesla Siemens scanner was equipped with Numaris 3

software using a standard head coil.

‘‘Functional images’’ were acquired at the Center for Functional

Magnetic Resonance Imaging on the UCSD campus using a 3.0-Tesla

Varian system scanner. The controlling computer at the Center for

Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging used Varian’s resident software

package. A small-diameter birdcage head coil was employed (designed

by Dr. Eric Wong at UCSD). Subjects lay in a supine position in the bore

of the scanner, and their heads were securely positioned with a bite bar.

Subjects viewed a projection screen positioned near their neck through

an angled mirror. Visual stimuli were back-projected onto the screen

using the aforementioned software, laptop computer, and a projector

(NEC LT157 LCD video projector, maximum brightness = 1500 lumens,

resolution = 1024 3 768, 60 Hz, equipped with a specialized lens).

During each functional scan, 130 temporal frames were acquired

using a low-bandwidth echo planar imaging pulse sequence lasting

260 s (repetition time = 2 s, echo time = 30 ms, flip angle = 90�, 28 axial

Figure 1. Measuring tactile hyperacuity. Subjects were seated comfortably with their
eyes closed. Stimuli consisted of 3 roughly collinear bumps that were photoengraved
into a zinc plate. The bumps were aligned with the long axis of the finger. Subjects
reported whether the middle bump was shifted to the left or the right of the other 2.
The stimulus set consisted of offsets ranging from 0.05 to 3.75 mm, and the entire
stimulus set was etched into the same plate. On each trial, the experimenter
positioned the stimulus with respect to the subject’s finger by rotating the plate
relative to its base. The subject pressed down lightly on the stimulus after an auditory
cue. Arm motions were prevented with an armrest. Thresholds were determined using
a standard 3-up/1-down staircase procedure.

Figure 2. Mean hyperacuity thresholds. Hyperacuity thresholds are plotted with
respect to each finger. Individual fingers are labeled from the index finger to the little
finger as D2--D5. Data points denote the mean thresholds for both hands and all 10
subjects. Error bars indicate the standard error of the mean. Red asterisks represent the
predicted psychophysical thresholds derived from our estimates of receptive field size.
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slices of 4-mm thickness and 4 3 4-mm resolution, field of view = 256

mm). The first 10 temporal frames (20 s) were discarded to avoid

magnetic saturation effects.

Up to 7 scans were acquired from each subject during each scanning

session. These blood oxygenation level--dependent (BOLD) images were

used to measure cortical magnification in a succession of scans by

locating the regions of cortex that responded to tactile stimulation of

each finger. The method of tactile stimulation is described below. Data

from each hand were collected in different sessions.

Each scanning session ended with an anatomical scan using a standard

T1-weighted gradient echo pulse sequence (MPRAGE, 1 3 1 3 1-mm

resolution). Anatomical scans were used to align functional data across

multiple scanning sessions to a subject’s reference volume.

Imaging data were transformed from raw Fourier space into image

space at the time of scanning using Varian’s resident software. The re-

sulting AFNI (available at http://afni.nimh.nih.gov/) image data were

converted into files that could be read by the analysis suite mrVista

(available from http://white.stanford.edu). Specifically, AFNI image data

corresponding to the high-resolution reference volume and the func-

tional scans were rotated, and image sliceswere sampled again at 13 1- and

3 3 3-mm resolutions, respectively. Note that this is a lossless con-

version. The reference volume was cropped and used to segment the

gray matter from the white matter and the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF).

Then, the representation of the gray matter was computationally flat-

tened (described below). The data from the functional scans were

processed by 1) dividing each voxel’s time series by its mean intensity,

and 2) subtracting any linear trend from each voxel’s time series. Each

in-plane image was individually corrected for head motion using rigid-

body motion compensation. In-plane images were aligned to a reference

scan using affine transformation.

fMRI Somatotopic Stimulation Paradigm
Measurements of the hand representation in S1 have been complicated

by the significant amount of overlap between adjoining regions of fMRI

activity. There is evidence suggesting that this overlap is biological in

origin (Shoham and Grinvald 2001). Nonetheless, the spatial blurring of

the hemodynamic response, a problem inherent to fMRI, accounts for

much of the overlap. For these reasons, a strategy originally employed to

measure the representation of the fingers in primary motor cortex was

adopted (Dechent and Frahm 2003). Unlike traditional block designs

that stimulate each finger in alternation with a resting period, each

finger was stimulated in alternation with another finger on the same

hand (e.g., 20 s stimulating D2 vs. 20 s stimulating D4).

Each pair of fingers was stimulated in alternation for six and a half 40-s

cycles (data from the first half cycle were discarded to avoid magnetic

saturation effects). All possible finger combinations were conducted,

yielding a total of 6 scans for each hand. Finally, the 3 scans corre-

sponding to a given finger (e.g., D2 vs. D3, D2 vs. D4, and D2 vs. D5) were

then averaged. This technique results in a robust somatotopic map for

each finger (in this case, D2) with little or no overlap between adjoining

finger representations.

Somatic stimulation was carried out using a plastic painter’s brush

covered in soft sponge. Tactile stimulation was performed in synchrony

with a flashing visual stimulus (3 3 3 degrees, 4-Hz flicker, 100% con-

trast). The finger to be stimulated was cued visually by alternating the

shape of the visual cue from a circle to a square every 20 s. Subjects

gripped a plastic tool with the index, thumb, and middle finger of the

nonstimulated hand (much like one would hold a pencil) and moved

the fingers of the nonstimulated hand. The stimulated hand rested on

the subject’s thigh in a fixed position on its side, and both hands were

kept still (except for the finger motion of the stimulating hand). The

fingers of the stimulating hand were allowed to move, but the wrist and

the palm remained still. Subject compliance was determined by a post-

scanning interview, by monitoring a practice session outside of the

scanner, and by visually inspecting the stimulation during each scan.

Subjects stroked the full length of the glabrous skin on the stimulated

finger from tip to base with a medium-intensity stroke (strong enough to

avoid the sensation of tickling but weak enough to avoid pain or

irritation). The frequency of the stroke was 4 Hz. The mean speed of the

stroke was 6.9 mm/s2 (±0.83 standard deviations based on the variation

in finger length between subjects) and the range was 5.1--8.6 mm/s2.

Subjects were instructed to maintain a consistent quality of motion

throughout the duration of the scan. To minimize motion artifacts, sub-

jects were instructed to move the plastic tool by using their fingers and

keeping the wrist as still as possible.

Although this method of self-stimulation is not optimally controlled,

robust patterns of activity in the hemisphere contralateral to the stimu-

lated fingers were observed, and there was no systematic pattern of

activity in the hemisphere contralateral to the stimulating hand. The

order of finger stimulation both within and across subjects was

counterbalanced so that the first scanning session in half the subjects

began with stimulation of the right hand. Also, the order of the finger

pairs that were stimulated was selected in a pseudorandom order within

each scanning session. The experimenter told the subject which finger

pair should be stimulated during each scan, and the subject repeated the

instructions back to the experimenter via an intercom. Postscanner

interviews and observations indicated that subjects could easily stimu-

late the appropriate regions of the finger, even without visual feedback.

Previous studies have demonstrated effects of training and experi-

ence on the representation of fingers in human S1 (Pascual-Leone and

Torres 1993; Elbert et al 1995; Braun et al. 2000; Candia et al. 2003). To

avoid these potential short-term changes in the hand representation

caused by training, fMR imaging was conducted before the behavioral

sessions, and measurements for each finger were interleaved in all

functional and behavioral sessions.

Another set of studies suggests that S1 maps change with the focus of

attention (Buchner et al. 1999; Noppeney et al. 1999; Braun et al. 2000;

Buchner et al. 2000; Ziemus et al. 2000; Braun et al. 2002). Performance

on our task was not quantitatively monitored. However, this task was

sufficiently engaging, keeping the subject focused on the finger of

stimulation for the duration of the scan. Most importantly, as described

below, estimates of cortical magnification depend on the location of the

peak fMRI response and not the magnitude. Hence, modulating factors

such as stimulation strength and attention should not have an influence

on the results.

Estimating the Borders of S1 Using Anatomical and
Functional Criteria
The borders of primary somatosensory cortex were initially estimated

using anatomical landmarks. Activity maps were projected onto flat-

tened representations of the cortex, which were derived using standard

procedures for segmentation and cortical flattening (Engel et al. 1994;

Sereno et al. 1995; Boynton et al. 1999; Duncan and Boynton 2003).

During segmentation, gray matter was identified in the high-resolution

reference volume using a Bayesian classification algorithm (Teo et al.

1997). Mean image luminance values corresponding to the gray, white,

and CSF voxels were first computed by sampling contiguous regions

(~5 3 5 mm) in the in-plane images. The software automatically con-

structed a volume corresponding to the white matter. The volume of

white matter was checked by the user for ‘‘cavities,’’ non--white matter

regions that were surrounded by white matter, and ‘‘handles,’’ regions

where the volume connects to itself like the handle of a coffee cup. After

these artifacts were corrected by altering pixels in the white matter

volume, gray matter was grown from the contiguous volume of white

matter in a series of 1-mm layers (less than 6) that originated at the

white matter boundary. Gray matter growth was limited by 1) the

thickness of the gray matter, 2) the presence of CSF, and 3) collisions

with gray matter originating from neighboring regions.

Cortical distances were determined using flat maps that were

obtained for each hemisphere and for each subject. Cortical flattening

procedures are described in detail elsewhere (Engel et al. 1997). First, an

automated algorithm assigned sample positions to the three-dimensional

(3D) cortical manifold. Then, these points were projected onto a planar

surface and adjusted using an iterative multidimensional scaling algo-

rithm. Finally, the positions of the remaining gray matter points on the

flattened surface were interpolated.

A multidimensional scaling algorithm was used to computationally

flatten the postcentral gyrus for each hemisphere (Engel et al. 1997).

Multidimensional scaling is useful because it enables visualization of the

distances between finger representations in a standard frame of ref-

erence, specifically, perpendicular to the long axis of the finger on the

flattened cortical representation. By reducing the degrees of freedom
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to one dimension, analyzing cortical distances on the flattened

representation eliminates the influence of extraneous variance that is

unrelated to the issue of cortical magnification. Approaches that mea-

sure the Euclidean distance in the 3D reference volume often do not

take cortical curvature into account and may underestimate the dis-

tance between finger representations. After the functional data were

projected onto the flattened representation, the boundaries of somato-

sensory areas were delineated by hand. Finally, after the borders of S1

were estimated, a smaller area of the cortex around S1 was reflattened to

minimize any distortions created by flattening.

To create parameter maps of fMRI responses to finger stimulation, the

time course of the fMRI response from each voxel was cross-correlated

with a sinusoid corresponding to the expected stimulus frequency (40-s

period), using a delay in phase associated with the typical hemodynamic

response (Boynton et al. 1996). The resulting amplitude maps topo-

graphically illustrate the sign and strength of the correlation between

the BOLD signal and the stimulation of each finger.

A combination of functional and anatomical criteria was used to

identify S1 (specific anatomical criteria discussed in the next section).

Because sulci and gyri were visible on the flattened representation of

the cortex, it was easy to locate the postcentral gyrus and flatten a small

region of cortex corresponding to this region to minimize distortions.

The activity patterns were also checked to confirm that the medial/

lateral order of the finger representations was in agreement with the

anatomical literature, and that the long axis of the finger representations

was properly oriented along the anterior/posterior axis.

Estimating the Borders of Brodmann Areas within S1
Anatomically
Area S1 is divided cytoarchitectonically into 4 distinct regions: Brodmann

areas 3a, 3b, 1, and 2 (Brodmann 1909; Vogt C and Vogt O 1919). The

contralateral surface of the body is represented within each area

(Merzenich et al. 1978; Kaas et al. 1979; Nelson et al. 1980; Sur et al.

1980; Kaas 1983; Pons et al. 1985), and each area demonstrates sen-

sitivity to different qualities of tactile stimulation. Neurons in areas 3a

and2 respond to stimulationof deepmechanoreceptors,whereas neurons

in areas 3b and 1 respond to stimulation of superficial mechanoreceptors

(Powell and Mountcastle 1959; Iwamura et al. 1993). Accordingly, it was

necessary to anatomically segment each area from its neighbor to obtain

independent measurements of cortical magnification for each area within

S1. It was predicted that cortical magnification in areas 3b and 1 would

correlatewith the hyperacuity thresholds. By contrast, areas 3a and 2were

not expected to correlate with the hyperacuity thresholds because the

stimulus presumably drives the neurons in these areas less effectively.

The techniques adopted to estimate the regions within S1 using

anatomical landmarks have been successfully applied many times before

(Allison et al. 1989; Gelnar et al. 1998; Francis et al. 2000; Moore et al.

2000; Blankenburg et al. 2003; Overduin and Servos 2004). For each area

within S1, the macroanatomical and cytoarchitectonic borders are cor-

related (Ono et al. 1990; Rademacher et al. 2001) and can be identified

using the patterns of sulci and gyri visible in MRI (Sobel et al. 1993).

Although there is intersubject variability, macroanatomical and cytoarch-

itectonic estimations of areas within S1 are in agreement (Zilles et al.

1995; Geyer et al. 1997; White et al. 1997; Geyer et al. 1999; Rademacher

et al. 2001). The sigmoidal shape of S1 is visible from the coronal images

(Rumeau et al. 1994). The hand area of S1 was estimated by first finding

the hand area of primary motor cortex (M1) using anatomical landmarks

and then looking at the sulci and gyri posterior to M1 to find the hand

region of S1. The omega- or epsilon-like shape of M1 in the axial images is

easily identified (Yousry et al. 1997), and this method has been verified as

a reliable means of localization (Towle et al. 2003).

Once the hand region was localized, the patterns of sulci and gyri in

the 3D high-resolution anatomical MR images and in the flattened

cortex were inspected to estimate the location of areas 3a, 3b, 1, and 2 in

each subject. A control region of interest (ROI) was also defined for the

estimated borders of area 4, primary motor cortex, which lies anterior to

area 3a. Sulci and gyri were rendered on the flattened representation as

dark and light bands, respectively. The ROIs for areas within S1 were

created by manually tracing the pattern of sulci and gyri indicated by the

image intensity in the flat map. The ROIs were independently de-

termined for each individual and each hemisphere, and the cortical

distances were measured along the flattened hemisphere of each

individual independently.

BOLD data were transferred to the flattened cortical surface accord-

ing to a procedure described by Engel et al. (1997). First, corresponding

anatomical landmarks on the functional in-plane images and the 3D

reference volume were determined by the user. Then, the 2 images

were aligned using an iterative (least squares) translation (Arun et al.

1987). Each gray matter location on the flattened representation that fell

within the functional in-plane images was assigned a functional value.

The regions on the flattened surface that did not receive a functional

value from the in-plane images were assigned one via interpolation.

Each interpolated pixel assignment was the weighted average of the

neighboring voxels (i.e., the Gaussian function of the distance to the

nearest neighboring pixel).

The borders of area 3a were estimated as the fundus of the central

sulcus, area 3b as the posterior wall of the central sulcus, area 1 as the

crown of the postcentral gyrus, area 2 as the anterior wall of the

postcentral sulcus, and area 4 as the region spanning the posterior wall

and the crown of the precentral gyrus. ROIs for each area within S1

were defined on the flattened representation and projected back to the

3D reference volume for visual inspection using the mrVista toolbox for

MATLAB (available from http://white.stanford.edu).

Once each area within S1 was estimated using anatomical landmarks,

templates were fit to the functional data projected on flattened rep-

resentation of cortex and computed cortical magnification as described

below. However, for voxels residing outside of the ROI, the amplitude of

the BOLD response was set to zero. Consequently, only voxels within

the ROI could influence the fitting of the template to the BOLD data,

resulting in independent measurements of cortical magnification for

each area within S1. To prevent the template from rotating 90� in

parallel with the long axis of the brain areas, a parameter to fit the

rotation of the template was not included. Instead, the rotation param-

eter from the best fitting template from the S1 fits was included.

Results

Hyperacuity Thresholds

Psychophysical thresholds, averaged across both hands of all 10

subjects, are plotted for each finger in Figure 2 (black triangles).

The asterisk symbols are a prediction of the results and are

described in a later section. Each data point represents the mean

of 20 measurements. Error bars represent the standard error of

the mean. Mean thresholds increase monotonically from the

index finger to the little finger, and the little finger was signifi-

cantly different from the other fingers (Scheffé test, all P < 0.008).
Even though there was a trend for the nondominant hand to

be more sensitive, this trend was only borderline significant

(ANOVA, P = 0.0513). Without the data from the author ROD,

this result was significant (P < 0.05). Despite the similarity to

previous reports (Meador et al. 1998), claims regarding hand-

edness are cautiously avoided because previous positive results

were shown to be task specific (Summers and Lederman 1990),

and the generalization of this phenomenon was not tested using

multiple stimuli. Furthermore, a more complete study with left-

handed participants must be conducted before conclusions

regarding handedness are made. No effect of gender on tactile

hyperacuity was observed (ANOVA, all P > 0.10). Contrary to

previous observations of a correlation between age and hyper-

acuity (Stevens and Patterson 1995), no such correlation was

found in this study (all P > 0.10), which was probably due to the

narrow age range of the subject population.

Measurements of Cortical Magnification

Figure 3F displays an individual subject’s results projected onto

a 3D reconstruction of the anatomical reference volume. Each

color indicates fMRI responses to stimulation of a different
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finger. Regions within S1 were projected onto the reference

volume if they possessed a correlation value greater than 0.27.

Voxels that showed responses to more than 1 finger were given

the color that represents the finger producing the greater

response (the analysis for Figure 3F is for illustration purposes

only and is separate from methods for measuring cortical

magnification).

The gray-scale images in Figure 3A--D show the pattern of

responses elicited by stimulating each finger on the flattened

representation of S1 in the left hemisphere of an example

subject. Bright regions correspond to locations where changes

in BOLD signal correlate positively in time with the stimulation

of the finger of interest. Stimulation of each finger results in

a unique pattern of activity. The characteristic bands of activity

are arranged rostral--caudally, with responses to the index finger

located lateral to those of the little finger (Fig. 3A--D). Dark

regions correspond to negative BOLD signal, which indicates

possible neural suppression (Smith et al. 2004). These dark

regions vary between fingers because, in the averaging para-

digm, the middle (D3) and ring (D4) fingers are compared with

fingers that lie to either side, whereas the index (D2) and little

fingers (D5) are compared with fingers that lie only to one side.

It should be noted that a negative BOLD signal was also evident

in the previous study of visual acuity where no differential

averaging was done (Duncan and Boynton 2003).

To parameterize the overall somatotopic map of the fingers in

S1, the patterns of fMRI responses on the flattened representa-

tion of cortex were fit using a template composed of 4 parallel

line segments, 1 for each stimulated finger. Seven parameters

describe the line segments of the template; their length (k),

position (dx, dy), rotation (da), and the distance between each

finger (a1, a2, a3). Fits to the maps of each finger were obtained

by adjusting template parameters to maximize the image in-

tensity (i.e., the line integral) under each line segment. Opti-

mized fits to the data from each finger for the hand of a single

subject are illustrated as differently colored lines and are super-

imposed upon the gray-scale correlation maps in Figure 3A--D.

Best fitting parameter values were obtained by an uncon-

strained nonlinear optimization routine in MATLAB using the

following steps. First, a generic template was generated using

parameter values (a1, a2, a3, and k) that roughly corresponded

to the size of S1. The center of activity for fMRI responses to the

index finger and the little finger were then computed. Next,

the origin of the template was moved to the locus of the index

finger representation, and the template was rotated about its

origin to match the angle of the line segment connecting the

little finger and the index finger representations. Lastly, the

templates were fit to the correlation maps using a 2-stage

optimization routine. In the first stage, each individual model

parameter was optimized to fit the template to the maps of all

4 fingers simultaneously. In the second stage, the best fitting

template was generated by simultaneously fitting all parameters

to the maps. The parameter for finger length, k, was excluded

from the final optimization because, without an objective con-

straint on finger length, the fit would converge to the trivial con-

dition of a single point over a location of maximum amplitude.

The final best fitting template for the representative subject

in Figure 3 is superimposed upon the parameter map for the

index finger and presented in panel 3E. The distance along the

cortex between the index and middle fingers is clearly larger

compared with the distance between the ring and little fingers.

Some of the banding in Figure 3F is due to spatial blurring

of the fMRI response and some is presumed to be biological

in origin (Shoham and Grinvald 2001). The individual fits in

Figure 3. fMRI responses to finger stimulation for a single subject. Gray-scale images illustrate the fMRI responses to finger stimulation for the left hemisphere of a single subject
(ROD). The computational flattening of each image is identical. Bright pixels correspond to increased BOLD signal that correlates with stimulation of the finger. Each panel represents
the mean of 3 scans. In each scan, fMRI responses to stimulation of a particular finger are compared with responses for the other 3 fingers. Superimposed colored lines represent
the components of the best fitting template to the data. (A--D) Responses to stimulation of the index, middle, ring, and little finger, respectively. (E) The best fitting template to the
data is presented atop the responses for the index finger. Template parameters a1, a2, and a3 that correspond to distances between finger representations are indicated with
brackets. A calibration bar is presented at upper right. (F) The functional data are projected onto a 3D representation of the anatomical data. Data in this panel have correlation
thresholds of 0.27, and the color-coding scheme is analogous to that for panel E. White lines indicate the borders between areas within S1 (3a, 3b, 1, and 2) and primary motor
cortex (area 4), which were determined using anatomical features in the reference volume and flattened cortical surface.
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Figure 3A--D illustrate that the spatial blurring of the BOLD

response is similar for all finger representations. Similar to the

results of Shoham and Grinvald (2001), Figure 3F illustrates that

the overlap is larger for the ring finger and little finger compared

with the index finger and middle finger. Thus, the banding in

Figure 3F does not obscure any detail that is not made evident

in Figure 3A--D. On the contrary, this banding actually illus-

trates the differences in cortical magnification across finger

representations.

Figure 4 shows the best fitting templates for each of the 10

subjects for each hemisphere. The subject from Figure 3 is

replotted in the upper-left panel of Figure 4. White lines indi-

cate the estimated borders of areas 4, 3a, 3b, 1, and 2 from left to

right (area 4 is not pictured for the left hemisphere of the first

subject because it was out of frame). Images from the right

hemisphere are flipped to match the orientation of those from

the left hemisphere. The overall size of S1 (measured as the dis-

tance between the little and index finger representations) var-

ied greatly between hemispheres and subjects. For example, for

the subject with the largest hemisphere asymmetry, the smaller

representation was 40% the size of the larger (8 vs. 21 mm). The

range across all subjects was 8--23 mm, with the smallest

Figure 4. Best fitting templates for S1 of all 10 subjects. Each panel contains a best fitting template to the finger representations in each hemisphere of each subject. Red, light
green, dark green, and blue lines correspond to fingers D2--D5, respectively. In each panel, templates on the left correspond to the left hemisphere. White lines indicate the
estimated borders of areas 4, 3a, 3b, 1, and 2 from left to right. Images from the right hemisphere are flipped to match the orientation of those from the left hemisphere. The fMRI
responses from the subject in Figure 3 appear here at top left.
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representation being 36% of the largest. This nearly 3-fold varia-

tion between individuals is similar in magnitude to previous re-

sults reported in owl and squirrel monkeys (Merzenich et al.

1987) and is also similar to the variation observed in the human

primary visual cortex (Duncan and Boynton 2003). The mean

distance between the index finger and the little finger in this

study was 13 mm. As for the example subject in Figure 3, the

cortical distance between responses to the index (D2) and the

middle finger (D3) tends to be larger than the distance between

the ring finger (D4) and the little finger (D5). The mean

distances between D2--D3, D3--D4, and D4--D5 were 6.2 ± 1.3,

5.7 ± 0.6, and 1.1 ± 0.3 mm, respectively (95% confidence

intervals).

Traditional approaches to measuring cortical magnification

compute the width of the band of significant fMRI activity

elicited by stimulating each finger on a statistical parameter

map (i.e., the width of the bright bands in Fig. 3A--D). However,

this method greatly overestimates cortical magnification be-

cause the hemodynamic blurring inherent in fMRI inflates

estimates based on this measurement. Estimates from this

method are highly dependent upon the choice of threshold

used for the statistical parameter maps and are also affected by

the strength and signal-to-noise ratio of the BOLD signal.

Therefore, cortical magnification was estimated from param-

eters describing the 3 distances between peak responses as-

sociated with the 4 fingers (a1, a2, and a3). Mean distance in

cortex is plotted for each pair of fingers in Figure 5. The cortical

distance between the ring and little finger (a3) was significantly

smaller than distances between the other fingers (a1 or a2)

(Scheffé test, all P < 0.0167). This agrees qualitatively with the

decrease in tactile hyperacuity from the index finger to the little

finger (Fig. 2). Neither was an overall effect of laterality between

the hemispheres found (ANOVA, P > 0.10) nor was there a

significant interaction (ANOVA, P > 0.10). Furthermore, there

was no significant main effect or interaction for a comparison

of gender and cortical magnification (ANOVA, all P > 0.10).

A correlation between cortical magnification and the age of the

participants was also not observed (P > 0.10).

Comparing Hyperacuity Thresholds with Cortical
Magnification

The 4 hyperacuity thresholds (one for each finger) cannot be

directly compared with the 3 template parameters that estimate

cortical magnification (a1, a2, and a3). Therefore, both data

sets were fit with power functions, and the power functions’

parameter values were compared. The behavioral thresholds for

each hand were fit with the function: T = bdp, where d is the

finger number (D2, D3, D4, or D5), and T is the hyperacuity

threshold. b describes overall sensitivity across all fingers, and p

provides a measure of the change in psychophysical thresholds

across fingers.

Similarly, the fMRI data were fit with a power function, M =
caq, where a is the template parameter (a1, a2, or a3) andM is

cortical distance. The c parameter describes the overall cortical

distance across fingers D2--D5, and q provides a measure of the

change in cortical magnification across fingers. A log transform

was applied to the p and q parameters before using linear

statistics to compare psychophysical and fMRI data. The log

transformations were required to reduce variability that would

have been introduced by fitting nonlinear data sets with linear

functions.

If overall hyperacuity is related to the size of the represen-

tation for all 4 fingers within S1, then subjects with smaller

overall hyperacuity thresholds should have a larger amount of

cortex representing the 4 fingers (i.e., c � 1/b).
Figure 6A plots c versus b for each hand in each of the 10

subjects (20 data points in total). c and b are inversely related,

with a correlation coefficient of –0.26; however, this negative

correlation was not significant (P > 0.10) based on a Monte

Carlo simulation (see below). Tactile thresholds across all 4

fingers could not be predicted from the overall size of the

representation of the 4 fingers in S1.

If, after accounting for overall sensitivity and cortical area of

S1, thresholds for a given finger are related to the size of the

representation for that finger within S1, then fingers with small

psychophysical thresholds will be represented by larger

amounts of cortex (i.e., p � 1/q). This relationship implies

that subjects with a large increase in tactile thresholds from the

index to the little finger would have a corresponding decrease

in the cortical representations of those fingers.

In Figure 6B, the negative correlation between the p and q

parameters (r = –0.47) was significant both with (P < 0.05) and

without (P < 0.05) outliers based on the Monte Carlo analysis.

Note that the correlation describes the ‘‘change’’ in cortical

magnification with the ‘‘change’’ in hyperacuity thresholds.

These Monte Carlo simulations conclusively demonstrate that

there are real within-subject correlations between hyperacuity

thresholds and cortical magnification.

The significance of the correlation values was estimated using

a Monte Carlo simulation as follows. Each of the 20 curves

capturing the change in thresholds across fingers (10 subjects 3

2 hands) was randomly associated with 1 of the 20 curves

representing the change in cortical magnification. For each

population of random pairings, the correlation coefficients

between b and c and between p and q were computed. Our

Figure 5. Cortical distance as a function of finger pairing. Each template was used to
compute an individual estimate of cortical magnification for each hemisphere. Linear
cortical magnification was derived from the distance between fits to individual finger
representations, which correspond to template parameters a1, a2, and a3. The
template parameters estimate the distance between the cortical representation for
fingers D2--D3, D3--D4, and D4--D5, respectively. Data points represent the cortical
distance averaged across 20 hemispheres for each template parameter. Error bars
represent the standard error of the mean.
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observed correlations were compared with the population of

correlations associated with random pairings to obtain a test

statistic.

A secondary analysis was also performed to confirm the

validity of the curve-fitting approach. When the psychophys-

ical thresholds from neighboring fingers are averaged, the

resulting 3 means can be directly compared with the 3 cortical

distances (a1, a2, and a3) for each subject. Using this

approach, a correlation between the thresholds and cortical

magnification was observed (r = –0.39, P = 0.0023, n = 60).

Furthermore, a correlation (r = –0.50, P = 0.028) between a3

and the mean thresholds for D4 and D5 was observed when 1

outlier was removed due to heterogeneity (r = –0.42, P = 0.06,

with the outlier). Thus, most of the variance in the correlation

appears to be attributable to D4 and D5. The primary results,

analyses, and conclusions are supported by this secondary

analysis.

The Relationship between Hyperacuity and Cortical
Magnification for Areas within S1

Similar to the main results, significant correlations between

hyperacuity thresholds and cortical magnification were found

for several brain areas within S1 (Fig. 7). Anatomical methods

were used to define ROIs for areas 1, 2, 3a, 3b, and 4. Subsequent

fitting of templates to the BOLD responses in these areas was

constrained by the ROI. The method of curve fitting resulted in

a set of b, c, p, and q parameters for each area. Due to the

decreased cortical area of these S1 subregions, the iterative

fitting procedure was occasionally unable to yield a reliable

template (roughly 1 in 10 fits). Nevertheless, the unreliable fits

were easily identifiable as statistical outliers in the distribution

of all parameters, and these outliers were removed from the

final analysis. Using a Monte Carlo simulation, the psychophys-

ical b and p parameters were significantly correlated with the

cortical c and q parameters for several subdivisions of area S1.

There was not a significant correlation between the b and c
parameters for area 1 (r = 0.26, P > 0.10), but there was a

significant correlation for the p and q parameters (r = 0.80,

P < 0.001). Area 3b demonstrated a significant correlation

between the b and c parameters (r = 0.44, P < 0.05) and a nearly

significant correlation between the p and q parameters (r = 0.42,
P = 0.0547). Area 2 (not pictured) did not demonstrate sig-

nificant correlations neither between the b and c parameters

(r = 0.34, P = 0.08) nor between the p and q parameters (r = 0.22,
P > 0.10). Area 4 (rb vs. c = 0.23; rp vs. q = 0.09) and area 3a (rb vs. c =
0.28; rp vs. q = 0.19) also did not have any significant correlations

(all P > 0.10).

As a second means of determining which areas were most

involved in tactile hyperacuity, the number of voxels that were

significantly correlated with the stimulus frequency was

counted. There was a significant difference in the number of

correlated voxels between the 5 areas (1-way ANOVA, P < 0.05).
Post hoc comparisons indicate that there were more correlated

voxels for each of the somatotopic regions compared with area

4, primary motor cortex (Scheffé test, all P < 0.05). Although

area 2 had far fewer correlated voxels compared with areas 3a,

3b, and 1 (roughly 85%), there was no strong statistical dif-

ference (P > 0.05). Differences in the number of significant

voxels between regions 3a, 3b, and 1 could not be statistically

distinguished (Scheffé test, all P > 0.10). Figure 3 illustrates that

BOLD responses above the 0.27 correlation threshold are

localized to the posterior wall of the central sulcus (area 3b)

and the crown of the postcentral gyrus (area 1). Fewer res-

ponses appear along the floor of the central sulcus (area 3a) or

the anterior wall of the postcentral sulcus (area 2). Virtually no

responses appear along the anterior wall of the central sulcus

(area 4). Thus, areas 3b and 1 appear to account for most of the

variability in hyperacuity thresholds because of the larger

number of active voxels and because estimates of cortical mag-

nification from these regions are correlated with hyperacuity

thresholds across subjects.

Upon visual inspection of the data on the flattened cortical

representation, a bimodal distribution of the peak BOLD activity

in many subjects was observed (e.g., Fig. 3B). If one assumes that

the peak activity is driven by stimulation of the fingertips, then

the positioning of the 2 peaks on the flattened cortex reflects

Figure 6. Comparison between cortical magnification and psychophysical thresholds.
A comparison was made between cortical magnification and hyperacuity thresholds
for each hemisphere/hand of each subject. Changes in cortical distance associated
with template parameters a1, a2, and a3 were fit with the power function M 5 caq.
Changes in hyperacuity across fingers were fit with the power function T 5 bp.
Correlations were determined by comparing parameters for psychophysical and
physiological data sets. (A) The correlation between the b and c parameters for
cortical magnification and the psychophysical data sets. Each data point represents
the data for a single hemisphere/hand of each subject. (B) The correlation between the
p and q parameters for cortical magnification and the psychophysical data sets. A
Monte Carlo simulation revealed that the probability this correlation could occur was
significant below chance.
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the expected mirror-reversal relationship between the repre-

sentation of the fingers in areas 3b and 1.

Sources of Error in the Estimation of Cortical
Magnification

There are several potential sources of error in the template-

fitting technique (see Duncan and Boynton 2003). However,

there is one complication that is unique to this study. Suppose

the fMRI response for each single finger on the flattened cortex

can be described using Gaussian functions that may or may not

have an asymmetric aspect ratio. fMRI responses were gener-

ated by averaging across 3 scans in which 1 finger was sti-

mulated in alternation with the other 3 fingers. Take as an

example the index figure D2; if the Gaussian functions for D3--

D5 were subtracted from the Gaussian function for D2, then the

resulting ‘‘estimated’’ fMRI response for D2 will be shifted

laterally from its real center, away from the other fingers. The

size of this shift is proportional to the width of the underlying

Gaussian functions. This effect will be more pronounced for the

index finger (D2) and little finger (D5) because they are

compared with wholly medial or lateral finger representations,

respectively. The main effect of this bias is a general over-

estimation of cortical magnification (an overestimate of c).

There might also be a slight bias to overestimate a1 and a3,

resulting in a small reduction on the slope of the function

describing cortical distance for each finger pair.

Spatial blurring is introduced to interpolate the BOLD

signal across regions along the flattened cortical surface

that do not correspond directly to an active voxel in the 3D

manifold. This computational blurring is typically restricted

to 1 voxel, which is much less than that associated with

physiological hemodynamic blurring. The spatial blurring of

the hemodynamic response is known to extend far beyond

the neuronal locus of stimulation in visual cortex (Grinvald

et al. 1994). However, because the template-fitting method

measures the peak-to-peak distance between cortical repre-

sentations of the fingers, the hemodynamic blurring of the

BOLD signal does not adversely affect our estimates of

cortical magnification. The blurring of the BOLD signal (e.g.,

Fig. 3D) is much greater than peak-to-peak distance between

finger representations in the cortex (e.g., a3 from Fig. 3E),

especially for fingers D4 and D5. Estimates of the distance

between cortical finger representations do not appear to be

greatly affected by hemodynamic blurring. Hemodynamic

blurring is uniform across finger representations (e.g., Fig.

3A--D) and thus cannot account for the systematic differences

Figure 7. Hyperacuity thresholds correlate with cortical magnification for areas 3b and 1. Brodmann areas 1, 2, 3a, 3b, and 4 were estimated using anatomical methods. For each
brain area, BOLD activity patterns on the flattened representation were fit with templates, and the cortical magnification for each area was computed. Curve fitting resulted in a set
of b, c, p, and q parameters for each area, which were compared with similar fits to the psychophysical data. There was no significant correlation between the b and c parameters
for area 1 (P[ 0.10), but there were significant correlations between the p and q parameters (P\ 0.001). Area 3b demonstrated a significant correlation for the b and c
parameters (P\0.05) and a borderline significant correlation for the p and q parameters (P5 0.0547). Areas 2, 3a, and 4 (not pictured) did not have any significant correlations (all
P[ 0.08).
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between observers or the correlation with measures of

hyperacuity.

Estimating Thresholds and Receptive Field Size from
Cortical Magnification

Hyperacuity is likely to be affected by both the number of

neurons representing a given region in space and the spatial

profile of their receptive fields. Receptive field size does not

necessarily scale directly with cortical magnification. For ex-

ample, in the primary visual cortex, receptive field size is

roughly proportional to areal cortical magnification (ACMF)

raised to the negative 2/3 power (Stevens 2002). Receptive field

sizes within primate somatosensory cortex also appear to follow

this –2/3 power rule (Sur et al. 1980).

Therefore, estimated receptive field size, in square millimeters

was estimated from the observed measurements in somatosen-

sory cortex by raising cortical magnification factors to the –2/3

power. To convert receptive field sizes (in units of area, square

millimeters) to predicted hyperacuity thresholds (in linear units,

millimeter), the square root of the estimated receptive field size

was computed (i.e., sPRED = [ACMF
–2/3]1/2, where sPRED equals

the predicted threshold). These estimated thresholds are

plotted as asterisks in Figure 2. Thresholds agree reasonably

well with predictions based on estimates of receptive field size,

suggesting that the correlations observed may have been driven

by individual differences in receptive field sizes of different

fingers.

The thresholds estimated from measurements of cortical

magnification (asterisk) were not different than the observed

thresholds for 3 of the 4 digits (t-test, all P < 0.0125). However,

the estimated threshold for D2 was lower than the observed

value (P = 0.0042). The estimated and observed thresholds were

also compared according to the following procedure. First,

a logarithmic transform was applied to the estimated and

observed mean thresholds. Second, each data set was fit with

a linear regression model. Third, the slopes and intercepts of the

fits to each data set were compared using standard methods

from simple linear regression (Zar 1999). There was no dif-

ference between the 2 data sets for slope or elevation (all P >

0.10). Therefore, there is little evidence to suggest that the

estimated thresholds differ from the measured thresholds.

Receptive field size can vary greatly with variations in sti-

mulus properties, and fine spatial resolution might be achieved

with sharp receptive field profiles. Although the current results

suggest a true correlation between tactile hyperacuity and cor-

tical sampling density, further testing using a variety of stimuli

should be conducted.

Discussion

Prior Investigations of Tactile Spatial Resolution

The threshold measurements using the Ludvigh task from this

study are slightly higher than those originally obtained by

Loomis (1979) and lower than those found using JVP domes

(Johnson and Phillips 1981; Van Boven and Johnson 1994;

Sathian and Zangaladze 1996; Vega-Bermudez and Johnson

2001). Using a stimulus similar to the one in the present paper,

Sathian and Zangaladze (1998) and Grant et al. (2000) found

hyperacuity thresholds at the index finger that were close to

those in the present paper (mean 0.56 and 0.58 mm,

respectively). In the current study, movement of the fingers

was less restricted than in some other studies. The slight

temporal asynchrony when a finger came into contact with

each of the 3 bumps may have improved discrimination

thresholds (Loomis and Collins 1978; Loomis 1979).

Previous studies have reported significantly poorer spatial

resolution in D5 than the other 4 fingers using JVP domes

(SathianandZangaladze1996), anda significant increase in thresh-

olds across D2--D4 was demonstrated later (Vega-Bermudez and

Johnson 2001). The results from the current study were qualita-

tively similar though the increase in thresholds between D2 and

D4 did not reach significance.

The current study differed from 2 previous studies (Sathian

and Zangaladze 1996; Vega-Bermudez and Johnson 2001) that

did not report a difference in tactile resolution between hands.

The hyperacuity task in the current report may tax different

physiological mechanisms than the JVP domes and letter rec-

ognition tasks used in the previous reports. These differences

are made evident by the lower thresholds on the hyperacuity

task. The left-handed superiority observed in the current report

might be explained by asymmetries in the cortex that are more

pronounced for mechanisms encoding hyperacuity. This is not

to say that asymmetries could not occur for other tasks. Indeed,

the review of Summers and Lederman (1990) demonstrated

that, when asymmetries occur, they favor the same side for spe-

cific tasks. Interestingly, a larger number of the tasks reviewed

demonstrated left-handed superiority (presumably involving

the right hemisphere). These tasks included pressure thresh-

olds, 2-point discrimination, discrimination of roughness, and

Braille reading. The authors concluded that there was a left-

handed bias for tasks that demand spatial mediation and a right-

handed bias for tasks that demand verbal mediation. It should

also be noted that Sathian and Zangeladze (1996) reported

a left-sided asymmetry for one subject. However, because the

current report is contingent upon the removal of one outlier

and because we did not use multiple stimulus types, strong

conclusions should not be based upon these results. The

possibility of a type I error must be considered.

Prior Investigations of Cortical Magnification

Consistent with previous findings, the mean distance between

the cortical representations of the index finger and little finger

in the current study was 13 mm, and the range across subjects

and hemispheres was between 8 and 23 mm (Baumgartner et al.

1991; Sutherling et al. 1992; Kurth et al. 1998; Maldjian et al.

1999; McGlone et al. 2002).

Consistent correlations with hyperacuity thresholds were

only found for areas 3b and 1. This result was not surprising

considering 1) 3b responds primarily to cutaneous stimulation

and 2) the overall representation of 3b varies by more than

2-fold between individuals (Merzenich et al. 1987), which makes

3b a likely substrate to account for individual differences in

tactile thresholds. Neurons in area 1 also respond predomi-

nantly to cutaneous stimulation, but they have larger receptive

fields that limit their ability to resolve fine tactile stimuli

(Merzenich et al. 1978; Kaas et al. 1979; Nelson et al. 1980;

Sur et al. 1982; Felleman et al. 1983). However, there is not

enough evidence to suggest that neither area 3b nor area 1 is

uniquely responsible for encoding tactile hyperacuity. The lack

of a correlation between hyperacuity thresholds and cortical

magnification for areas 3a and 2 is not surprising. A majority of

the cells in these areas are driven by deep cutaneous receptors
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or joint receptors (Iwamura and Tanaka 1978; Iwamura et al.

1980; Pons et al. 1985; Iwamura et al. 1993; Huffman and

Krubitzer 2001).

Similar to the study of Shoham and Grinvald (2001), a gradient

in cortical magnification from the index finger to the little finger

representation was observed, with the mean distance between

representations of D2--D3, D3--D4, and D4--D5 being 6.2, 5.7, and

1.1 mm, respectively.

One fMRI study found a correlation between the change in

psychophysical thresholds and the change in the size of the

index finger representation after tactile coactivation of adjacent

regions on the surface of the skin (Pleger et al. 2003). However,

because they used a relative metric, the study of Pleger et al.

could not look at the baseline correlation between thresholds

and cortical magnification. Furthermore, the study only looked

at 1 finger, which limits the generalization of their findings. This

study is the first to determine the correlation between tactile

hyperacuity and cortical magnification across fingers, implicat-

ing areas 3b and 1 within S1 as loci for critical factors in

hyperacuity.

The intersubject variations in this study and the study of

Merzenich et al. (1987) contradict previous histology studies in

nonhuman primates that did not find variation between the

cortical representation of the digits (Jain et al. 1998; Qi and Kaas

2004). One possible explanation for this apparent contradiction

is that functional representations measured with fMRI may vary

more than anatomical representations measured with histology.

Species-specific differences may also explain this discrepancy.

The Relationship between Cortical Magnification
and Receptor Density

It has often been assumed that variations in spatial resolution

can be attributed to Merkel disks, which are mechanoreceptors

with small receptive fields and SA1 afferents that densely

populate the dermis of the fingers (Vallbo and Johansson

1978; Johansson and Vallbo 1979; Darian-Smith and Kenins

1980). Histologically identified Merkel disks correspond to

physiologically identified SA1 afferents. Importantly, changes

in their density alone may not explain the increase in thresholds

from the index finger to the little finger because they appear to

be uniformly distributed across the fingertips (Vallbo and

Johansson 1978; Pare et al. 2002). Furthermore, there are

several examples where the periphery is represented more

extensively than indicated by receptor density. For example, the

fovea in monkey V1 has a disproportionately larger representa-

tion than the peripheral retina (Azzopardi and Cowey 1993).

Additionally, cortical magnification varies across the touch

organs of the star-faced mole (Catania 1995; Catania and Kaas

1997).

Instead, the difference in thresholds between fingers may

result from a sampling bias downstream from the spinal cord.

The little finger, for example, has a smaller representation than

the other fingers in the dorsal column nuclei in the cuneate

nucleus (CN) of the medulla (Xu and Wall 1999). Also, the

divergence from the central cutaneous core of ventral posterior

lateral thalamus (VPL) to area 3b of primary somatosensory

cortex (S1) is extensive; 25 mm2 of cortex is subtended by 0.1

mm3 of VPL (Rausell et al. 1998). This extensive divergence and

convergence between the thalamus and cortex may better

account for variations in thresholds than variations in mecha-

noreceptor density alone. Nevertheless, despite the results

of the current study and the results from one histological

experiment that found a lack of variation in innervation of the

digits (Pare et al. 2002), innervation density may still contribute

to variations in spatial acuity, even if only in part.

The current study cannot conclusively localize the source of

variability on the hyperacuity task to S1. To do so would require

comparing finger representations at the brain stem, thalamus,

and cortex. To our knowledge, no such study has been

completed. In their elegant histological study, Rausell et al.

(1998) determined that there was extensive convergence and

divergence between the thalamus and the cortex. Additionally,

there is evidence of exaggerated representations of the hand as

early as the CN of the medulla (Xu and Wall 1999), which

suggests that cortical magnification is a gradual process that

accelerates with increased distance from the periphery. This

notion is further supported by the observation that innervation

density at the periphery does not vary greatly between digits

(Pare et al. 2002). Taken in isolation, none of these studies prove

that S1 is the physiological correlate for hyperacuity. The

current report is important because it provides the first

evidence that cortical magnification accounts for much of the

interdigit variability on a hyperacuity task in humans.

The Role of Plasticity in Primary Sensory Cortex

It might be considered somewhat counterintuitive for primary

sensory cortex to be a major ‘‘bottleneck’’ for sensory acuity;

after all, why sample a sensory domain with finer detail than

necessary? One possibility is that it is more efficient to over-

sample a sensory domain at the receptor or the thalamic level

than in the greatly expanded representation of sensory cortex

and that in the case of training or deprivation (such as the loss of

a limb or a visual scotoma) the cortex can make good use of the

‘‘excess sampling capacity.’’ Interestingly, the effects of depri-

vation or training in adult visual cortex seem to be fairly limited,

suggesting that the correlation between visual acuity and

cortical size found in our previous study may be primarily

established in development.

Visual hyperacuity, but not visual acuity, was shown to

improve with practice (Westheimer 2001). Similarly, psycho-

physical evidence demonstrates an improvement in hyperacuity

thresholds with training (Sathian and Zangaladze 1998; Grant

et al. 2000). Superior tactile hyperacuity (Grant et al. 2000) and

acuity of the blind has also been demonstrated (reviewed in

Sathian 2000). Effects of training and deprivation on both

receptive field size and the cortical area devoted to each finger

have also been demonstrated within adult monkey somatosen-

sory cortex (Recanzone et al. 1992; Xerri et al. 1999). Also,

musicians with dystonia undergo cortical reorganization after

therapy (Candia et al. 2003), and manipulations of attention also

affect somatotopic representations in S1 (Johansen-Berg et al.

2000; Braun et al. 2002; Hamalainen et al. 2002; Meador et al.

2002). Finally, an fMRI study in humans has found a correlation

between the change in psychophysical thresholds and the

change in the size of the index finger representation after

tactile coactivation of adjacent regions on the surface of the

skin (Pleger et al. 2003). The adult somatosensory cortex is

clearly capable of both short- and long-term plasticity.

Descending projections from S1 to thalamus outnumber

ascending projection by as many as 10 to 1 (Liu et al. 1995).

This wiring scheme appears ideal for ‘‘top--down’’ shaping of

receptive fields. For example, injecting an N-methyl-D-aspartic
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acid antagonist directly into area 3b dramatically alters the

receptive fields of the fingers, and in some cases the receptive

fields grow to encompass multiple fingers (Ergenzinger et al.

1998). Cortex has a role in shaping how tactile information is

processed at earlier stages, and a greater understanding of the

relationship between tactile thresholds and somatotopic orga-

nization may shed light upon the issue of plasticity.

Summary

To our knowledge, no previous study has provided either

a direct or indirect comparison between hyperacuity and

cortical magnification for different fingers in the same human

subjects. The slope of the changes in cortical magnification

across cortical finger representations in S1 was significantly

correlated with changes in thresholds from the index finger to

the little finger. This result implicates S1 as a possible limiting

site for tactile hyperacuity.

In a previous study, we have demonstrated that acuity across

the visual field was similarly correlated with cortical magnifica-

tion within V1 (Duncan and Boynton 2003). It seems that these

results may speak to a general property of primary sensory

cortex as a bottleneck for sensory acuity.
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